STEP FOUR
Whoever is the newest pup or kinkster on the scene goes
first.
STEP FIVE
On your turn you must take two actions in this order:
i) Play a card.
ii) Draw back up to five cards.
To play a card, you must discard the number of cards in your
hand equal to the value of points on the card you are playing.
The point value is located on the top right of the card. You
choose which cards you want to discard. Drama cards do not
cost anything to play.
The point value
is always inside a
pink circle!
No pink circle
means no cost to
play, it’s free!

Welcome to the game!
As the pup play scene grows bigger and more popular each
year, how will you ensure you stand out from the crowd?
By being the most popular pup at the upcoming Puppy
Convention, obviously! The better your gear and the more
colour-coordinated it is - along with the size of your pack
and what you do in the community - all help you to score
more Pupularity points. But watch out, because everyone’s
scrambling to be the best and they’ll cause all sorts of drama
to get to the top!

How it works
STEP ONE
Find the Pupularity card and set it aside. This will 		
form the bottom of the discard pile.

STEP SIX
Once there are no more cards to pick up, shuffle the discard
pile (which includes the Pupularity card) and use these cards
as the new deck to draw from.
If you want a longer game, shuffle the discard pile without
the Pupularity card inserted. The next time you need to shuffle the discard pile, include the Pupularity card.
STEP SEVEN
The game ends when someone draws the Pupularity card.
When this happens, everyone must discard all cards in their
hand.
Add all the points you have accumulated from the visible
cards (see the visible and non-visible section later) you have
in play. Whoever has the greatest number of points wins!
If there is a draw, the tieing players now count the non-visible cards they have played. If there is still a draw, whoever of
the ties has the most Status and Pack cards wins. If there is
still a draw, well gee, you all win, how about that?

This is it!
STEP TWO
Shuffle the rest of the cards. This is the deck you draw from.
STEP THREE
Deal everyone five cards to start with, this is your hand. It
must always remain at five cards.

In the above example, this player’s total score is 17 points! Not
bad at all.

CARD TYPES
There are four card types in the game. Apart from one type
(Drama cards), the rest are played face up in front of you.
GEAR CARDS
There are six types of Gear cards you can get: Hood, Suit, Boots
and corresponding accessories (Collar, Harness, Tail). When
you play one of these cards, place it face up in front of you so
that other players can see. You can use these to create your
“pup”.

You can only have a maximum of four Pack members in
play at any one time. You can play any combination you
like, for instance, you can have four Handlers. However, if,
at the end of the game you have a “Pack Flush” – one of
each type – you gain double points per pack member.
STATUS CARDS
These are cards that represent who you are in the puppy
community. There are various types of roles you can have
and each one gives you a different number of points.

Recognise one of these? Shut the woof up!
DRAMA CARDS
These are cards that make forming your ultimate pup self
a lot harder. Each card has a different effect and can be
used at different times. Some can be used to steal something from another player... others prevent someone doing
that in the first place! Read the card rules and decide how
you want to use them and when.
You get a bonus to your score if all your gear matches!
The image above is the ideal way to lay out your Gear cards as
you play them. Gaps may form if you don’t have all the Gear, or
if some naughty pup steals some from you!
If you have a full visible set of the same colour, you gain
double points! A full set is a Hood, Suit, Boots, Collar, Harness,
and Tail.
PACK CARDS
Pack cards can be played face up in front of you to form your
“Pack members”. Each one has their own point score; some
are better than others! There are four types of pack cards:
Handler, Alpha, Beta, and Omega!
Cause a little mayhem but be cute whilst doing it!
CANCEL CARDS
Pack and Status cards have a unique ability: they can
cancel Drama cards as the Drama card is played. You can
“sacrifice” a Pack member (discard them) or a
Status card to cancel any other player’s Drama card, during your turn or their turn! You cannot use the target card
of the Drama card as the “sacrifice”.
Trek tries to steal Volka’s Harness card using a Drama
card. Volka can sacrifice his Omega pack member card to
prevent Trek’s Drama card from working (and thus saving
Volka’s harness card from theft).

Find out how Pack cards have a secret power later!

However, later Volka tries to steal Trek’s Sash Queen
Status card. Trek doesn’t have any other pack members
or Status cards, and cannot use his Sash Queen to stop
Volka’s Drama card.

Visible and non-visible cards

FAQ

Visible cards are the cards you have played in front of you and
that you can see. These are the cards that contribute towards
your final score at the end of the game.

Can you choose to discard one of your already played Gear
cards instead of playing another Gear card on top of it?
Nope. Once you’ve played it, it’s locked in place – unless
someone steals it, or you play something on top of it.

However, sometimes, you may want to prevent a player
getting their grubby paws on one of your cards - or you may
just want to replace a card you previously played with a new
one.

Can you cancel another cancel card?
Yes. You can keep cancelling until someone runs out of cancel
cards or chooses not to use any more cancel cards.

In this case, you can play a card on top of another card of the
same type (a Tail card on top of another Tail card). This makes
the card on the bottom non-visible.

If you are not the player being targeted by a Drama card, can
you play a cancel card to stop the Drama card?
Yes. You can – out of your turn – play a cancel card on a Drama
card even if you are not the player being targeted.

Non-visible cards cannot be the target of Drama cards.
They also do not contribute anything towards your final score
at the end of the game (unless in the case of a tie).
Note: The only card types you cannot play on top of each
other are Status cards.

What is a complete set of Gear?
A full set is a Hood, Suit, Boots, Collar, Harness and Tail.
What is a complete set of Pack members?
A full set is a Handler, Alpha, Beta and an Omega.
What is a played card?
A played card is a card that has been played on the table
(a card that is not in someone’s hand, in the draw dreck or in
the discard pile).
Can I use a Drama card to steal a non-visible card?
No. Non-visible cards cannot be the target of any Drama
cards.
Volka has two Hoods stacked on top of the other, a 2-point
score red Hood on the bottom and a 1-point score blue Hood
on top. Trek plays a “Steal your gear” card. Trek cannot steal
the 2-point red card that sits underneath the 1-point blue
card because it is not immediately visible.

The blue Collar is played on top of the yellow Collar, so now,
only the points on the blue Collar count at the end! The
yellow Collar is now non-visible.

This is the recommended layout for each player! Pack on the left, Gear in the middle
and Status cards on the right! Have fun pups!

Head on over to www.shutthewoofup.com for podcasts, videos and cool merchandise!
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